Intrarater reliability of musculoskeletal ultrasound imaging of psoas major muscle in patients with subacute low back pain and healthy controls
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Abstract

Background: Psoas major (PM) is a challenging muscle from the functional and anatomical point of view. The dysfunction of this muscle can result in low back pain (LBP). This study aimed to assess the intrarater reliability of ultrasound imaging (USI) of PM muscle thickness in subacute LBP patients and healthy participants without LBP in rest and during muscle contraction conditions.

Methods: PM thickness was measured in all lumbar segments (L1-L5) using a USI device in 10 healthy and 10 subacute LBP participants. The intrarater data were assessed on the same day with 1-hour interval and after 7 days. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), standard error of measurement (SEM), minimal detectable change (MDC), and independent t test were used for analyses. Significant level was set at 0.05.

Results: PM thickness in all lumbar levels had excellent reliability (ICC range 80-98) for both groups and conditions. SEM (0.42-2.29) and MDC (1.16-6.34) were low, and PM thickness was greater than rest in contraction condition. There were no significant differences between the 2 groups in PM thickness.

Conclusion: The USI demonstrated good intrarater reliability for assessing PM thickness in patients with subacute LBP. The thickness of PM in patients with subacute LBP was similar with that in healthy participants.
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Introduction

Low back pain (LBP) is defined as the pain felt between the costal margin and gluteal fold (1). LBP is one of the most common health problems worldwide. The cause of back pain is often unknown (2). About 80% of adults experience LBP during their life, which imposes enormous direct and indirect costs on the community (2). LBP can be classified according to the duration of back pain as acute (<4 weeks), subacute (between 4 to 12 weeks), and chronic (>12 weeks) (2). Although patients in the acute and subacute phases improve considerably (3), many pa-
Patients may experience chronic pain and disability (4, 5). The absence of segmental and local muscle function has been suggested as a factor contributing to the high recurrence rate of LBP (6).

Studies indicate the dysfunction of psoas major (PM) muscle in patients with LBP (7, 8). Regarding the selective segmental atrophy and segmental attachment of PM to lumbar spine (9, 10), PM is involved in multiple functions in the hip and the lumbar spine (11-13). Hence, the assessment of PM using an accurate tool is essential in early phase of LBP.

The instruments provide objective and accurate information but are expensive, time-consuming, and expose patients to high radiation dose (14). Moreover, using radiological imaging (X-ray, CT, MRI) is not recommended in the acute and subacute phases of LBP (15).

The musculoskeletal ultrasound imaging (USI) is a feasible, safe, cost-effective, noninvasive, direct, and convenient method for real-time assessment of muscle function in rest and during muscle contraction (16-19). Validity and reliability of USI of muscle thickness have been demonstrated in previous studies (20, 21). Also, a review study recommended USI for assessing muscle dysfunction in LBP (22). Thus, USI is a valuable tool to identify muscle dysfunction in LBP.

Any measurement tool must be evaluated for reliability and validity before use in the clinical and research settings. To date, no study has evaluated the reliability of USI to assess PM muscle. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to evaluate the intrarater reliability of USI in assessing PM thickness in acute and subacute phases of LBP.

The order of the measurements for groups (patients vs healthy controls), rest and contraction conditions, and segments (L1-L5) was simply randomized. For intrarater reliability, the measurements were repeated after 1 hour on the same day (for intersession reliability) and 7 days later (for intersegment reliability). Participants were asked not to do any specific exercise or training for 2 hours before the study.

In the first step, participants were exposed and then sat on a wooden chair in a relaxed state with their head and cervical spine and trunk in neutral position. In this position, the lumbar spinous processes were palpated manually and marked with a marker pen on the skin. The location of the spinous processes as described by Wallwork et al, 2007 (23), were then confirmed in parasagittal section using USI by observing the spinous processes relative to the sacrum bone as a reference point. For the contraction condition, the hands and thorax of the participants were fixed to prevent any contribution of other trunk muscles in the imaging side of hip flexion. A water-soluble transmission gel was applied to the skin over the lumbar paravertebral region for acoustic coupling. Then, the transducer was placed longitudinally (parallel to muscle fiber) 3-4 cm lateral and parallel to spinous process near the transverses process at each level. In the longitudinal images in every level, the acoustic shadow of the 3 consecutive transverse processes created an image which looked like the “trident sign”. PM thickness was captured and measured between 2 neighboring intertransverse and 2 fascia lines, the peritoneum fascia at the bottom and the epidermis at the top of all segments (L1-L5). Recording optimal images depends on the ability to accurately identify peritoneum and skin fascia lines which are hyperechoic. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show PM thickness in rest and contraction conditions. All imaging procedures were performed by an experienced physiotherapist trained in musculoskeletal sonography.

For every level of vertebra, 3 optimal images were captured and saved in both the rest and contraction states. Optimal images were frozen at the end of the expiration phase for the rest state. Then, the imaging side of hip was flexed with knee in flexion 90 degree (hip without any rotation), such that the foot was moved to 10 cm above the ground level. The mean score of the 3 muscle thickness
measurements at each level was calculated and used as the PM thickness in that level for data analysis. Overall, 1200 images were captured (20 participants* 5 lumbar level* 2 conditions (rest and contraction) * 2 groups *3 images at each level). All images were analyzed in offline mode with an image processing software, “Image J”, (1.46r, Wayne Rasband).

**Statistical analysis**

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to test normal distribution of data. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs, 2-way random effects model, absolute agreement, and average measure) with 95% confidence interval (CI) were used for reliability analyses. Interpretation of ICC scores was as follows: fair (0.00–0.40), good (0.40–0.75), and excellent (> 0.75) (24). The absolute measures of reliability were calculated as standard error of measurement value with the following formula: SEM, SD × \sqrt{1-ICC} (25) and minimal detectable change value (MDC, \sqrt{2}\times 1.96 × SEM) (26). Independent t test was used for between group comparisons of PM thickness. SPSS (Version 21.0 Chicago, IL, USA) was used for statistical analysis. Significance level was set at α=0.05.

Fig. 1. The PM thicknesses in a healthy participant in rest (right) and during contraction state (left) in L2 segment. (PM, psoas major, TP: Transverses process, L1, L2 lumbar segments).

Fig. 2. PM muscle thickness in a patient with subacute low back pain in rest (right) and during contraction state (left) in L2 segment (PM, psoas major, TP: transverses process, L1, L2 lumbar segment).
Results

Patients with subacute low back pain and 10 healthy controls aged 22 to 38 years (each group: 5 males and 5 females) participated in this study. Patients had unilateral pain with mean visual analog scale (VAS) pain intensity of 5.07±1.9. The demographic characteristics of participants are presented in Table 1. Kolmogorov–Smirnov test showed normal distribution of data.

The overall mean PM thickness of patients and healthy participants in rest and contraction was 43.42±3.19 mm vs 42.28±2.87 mm and 47.04±4.04 mm vs 46.91±3.13 mm. In both patients and controls, PM thickness increased from L1 to L5 in rest (40.54-45.81 mm vs 39.18-45.45 mm) and contraction (43.89-49.34 mm vs 43.67-49.62 mm). In both groups, PM thickness was significantly greater in contraction than in rest position (p<0.001). The differences of PM thickness for both conditions were not statistically different between the 2 groups (p=0.26).

The ICC values observed in both groups were excellent ranging between 0.80-0.98.

The MDC values were 3.05-3.59 mm vs 1.71-2.41 mm for rest and 3.62-3.77 mm vs 2.97-3.34 mm for contraction (PM: psoas major, ICCs: intra class correlation, SEM: standard error of measurement value, MDC: minimal detectable change, L1- L5 indicates PM thickness in these lumbar segments. R: rest; C: contraction).

Discussion

The results of this study showed that USI protocol used in this study had excellent intra rater reliability for detecting PM thickness in healthy controls and in patients with subacute LBP in both rest and contraction for all lumbar levels of L1-L5. To our knowledge, this was the first report on reliability of ultrasound imaging for measuring psoas major thickness in patients with subacute LBP.

This study showed that PM thickness was significantly greater in contraction than in rest condition and progressively increased from L1 to L5 segments. PM thickness did not show significant changes between health and patient groups. MDC values were low and nonsignificantly greater in patients compared to healthy participants. This study found that PM thickness increased from L1 to L5 segments. The increases of PM thickness from L1 to L5 could be due to the differences in the sizes of vertebral bodies as the vertebral bodies progressively increase in size from cervical to lumbar segments (27). We further showed no muscle thickness difference between healthy and subacute LBP groups.

This study showed that the mean thickness of PM was significantly greater in contraction than in rest position regardless of groups. Evidence indicates that PM is a fusino-
form muscle and as muscle fiber shortens during low force contraction (e.g., isometric contraction), muscle thickness increases (28). The finding of this study is in line with another study (29) that showed USI is able to detect low-level isometric contraction, including PM muscle (30). Findings of this study demonstrated no changes in muscle thickness in patients compared to healthy controls. One explanation for this finding may be that LBP is a multidimensional condition, and there is clear difference between healthy individuals and subgroups of patients with LBP depending on duration of back pain. In fact, the impaired movement control in subacute LBP is significantly less than chronic LBP; no significant changes were reported in patients with subacute LBP compared to patients with acute episode (31). Findings indicated no atrophy of PM thickness in subacute patients, despite impaired motor control.

The ICC values were excellent in both groups. One possible reason could be from the protocol and sitting position used for measurements that was comfortable for both the participants and the examiner. US probe positioning was appropriate to capture the images accurately. There were no previous investigations with which to compare our reliability findings.

Calculation of SEM and MDC can help to detect real changes from random measurement errors. The MDC value indicates minimum amount of change, improvement or deterioration to be considered as a real change (32). Any changes must be above the MDC value to be defined as a real change. All MDCs found in this study were low. In patients with LBP, MDC values were greater than those of healthy participants. There are no previous reports in the literature regarding the MDC of PM thickness for comparison.

This study recruited young participants which decreases the generalizability of the findings. In the present study, intrarater reliability was evaluated; however, interrater reliability must be evaluated as well. Future investigations with multiple raters are warranted as different results may occur.

**Conclusion**

The results of this study showed that the USI protocol used in this study had excellent intrarater reliability for measuring PM thickness in patients with subacute LBP and healthy controls in both rest and contraction states for all lumbar levels.
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